Delivering
on the Promise of

Off-Premise
How restaurant operators
can drive sales and customer
satisfaction anywhere, anytime.

The growing demand for delivery, catering
and takeout food and beverages in place
of on-premise restaurant dining is one of
today’s hottest trends.
Pressure is mounting on operators to provide fast,
accurate and high-quality orders for consumption
beyond their four walls.
Mastering this lucrative but challenging opportunity
was the focus of a roundtable discussion attended
by successful restaurant operators during the 2018
National Restaurant Association Show in Chicago.

The session was hosted by Nation’s Restaurant News
and sponsored by Whirley-DrinkWorks!, a designer
and manufacturer of custom LTO drinkware, cause
marketing programs and off-premise drink bag
solutions for the foodservice industry.
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“People got used to sitting on their couch and ordering
retail, so now they want to do the same with food,” says
Ed Keller, director, off-premise development at Corner
Bakery Cafe.
Brian Farris, vice president of operations at Schlotzsky’s,
spoke for many operators when he asked, “What will
be the impact in our industry as these occasions move
to home and they’re not available to us inside the four
walls anymore?”

Winning the Catering Game

Although catering promises restaurant operators substantial revenue
gains, it also demands new thinking, skills and abilities.
“Catering is going to challenge everything you think
that you knew about the restaurant business,” says
Farris, noting that outside sales and CRM — or customer
relationship management — are two of the new facets
operators must master.
It is vital for corporate leadership to understand that
building a catering business is a gradual process.
“You need buy-in at the highest level,” says Keller.
“The closer the catering person reports to the president,
the more successful you’re going to be in catering,”
adds Farris.
In addition, catering is a great way to introduce your
brand to new guests. “The folks you’re delivering to a
lot of times never enter your establishment,” notes Gracie
Prasanson, director of sales at Jason’s Deli. She points
out that patrons pleased with a catering order may want
to try the dine-in experience, too.

Another important factor in creating a successful
catering program is having a dedicated sales team to
drive public awareness, says Jackie Kurkjian, senior
director, off-premise dining, at Fiesta Restaurant
Group. “Operators at the restaurant level don’t have
time to build relationships as deep as they need to be,”
says Kurkjian.

“The closer the catering
person reports to the president,
the more successful you’re
going to be in catering.”
- BRIAN FARRIS
VP OPERATIONS, SCHLOTZSKY’S
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Winning the Catering Game (Continued)

“I always tell people that it’s not up to the customer to
remember us,” says Keller. “We’ve got to make sure that
they don’t forget us, and it’s about being persistent.”
Customers of Dickey’s Barbecue Pit have become
comfortable going online to order catering packages
costing as much as $300 — “a huge jump in the past two
years,” says CEO Laura Rea Dickey. However, for orders
that exceed that total, they still prefer personalized
communication with a Dickey’s catering representative.
Even in the digital age the telephone remains a useful
tool. For example, Fiesta Restaurant Group personnel

phone customers prior to a catering job to confirm the
order and delivery instructions and take one more crack
at selling. “Maybe they forgot to order beverages, so it’s
an opportunity to upsell,” says Kurkjian.
We’re looking at catering hubs in markets that have
high catering volume,” says Brianna Schmaltz, formerly
senior director of catering at Coffee & Bagel Brands and
now with Red Robin. “These locations are up against
a capacity challenge because our stores were not
initially designed to produce large amounts of offpremise business.”

2018 Restaurant Industry
Off-Premise Sales Forecast
OFF-PREMISE SALES
WILL INCREASE TO

Takeout

Delivery

Catering
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59%

22%

$209B

19%

SOURCE: OFF-PREMISE INSIGHTS – 2018
THE 2018 TAKEOUT, DELIVERY & CATERING STUDY IS AVAILABLE
FOR PURCHASE AT WWW.OFFPREMISEINSIGHTS.COM.

$124B
$45B
$40B

Opportunities and Challenges
of Third-Party Partnerships
The dynamics of partnering with third-party delivery
providers were also shared around the table. At
Schlotzsky’s, off-premise orders account for about
15 percent of business, Farris reports. The brand has
relationships with Uber Eats, Grubhub, DoorDash and
some smaller regional delivery providers.
“We’re all in on third-party delivery,” says Farris. “We see
that as an emerging marketplace and an opportunity
for us not only to protect those occasions that may be
moving to the home, but also to acquire new customers.”

“One of those evolutions in
partnership is data share.”
- LAURA REA DICKEY
CEO, DICKEY’S BARBECUE RESTAURANTS

At Dickey’s Barbecue Pit, 61 third-party vendors — both
major companies and regional players — serve the brand.
The company is extending its off-premise efforts with
third parties as well as piloting direct delivery in some
units, Dickey says.
Roundtable attendees also discussed the issue of thirdparty delivery partners retaining customer data for
their own use rather than sharing it with the restaurant
operator, hindering the latter’s ability to market directly
to end users.
However, sharing customer information is a priority and
something that a restaurant brand may negotiate with
partners. As Dickey puts it, “One of those evolutions in
partnership is data share.”

“I want to be able to track the life cycle of that guest
once they’ve touched that app,” adds Dickey. “I want to
know who they are and their ordering patterns and are
they going to be a heavy user for us.”
Another issue to negotiate is who controls the beverage
sales and profits of off-premise orders. “Those are big
margins,” says Prasanson. “You don’t want to give
those away.”
For Dickey’s Barbecue Pit, including its signature
beverages in third-party orders has meaning beyond
profitability. “Our big yellow cup is so iconic that we’re
looking not only for the beverage margin but also to get
a key marketing piece out,” says Dickey.
Also remember that operators are evaluated on the
quality and accuracy of the orders they send out of their
kitchens. “Within the third-party delivery space, it’s all
about staying on the front page of the third-party app,”
says Farris. “We try to drive really good scores with Uber,
Grubhub, and so forth, so we’re always getting escalated
to the top of the list.”
Finally, Roundtable attendees doing direct delivery
also remarked about Bringg, a logistics platform
that sends order-tracking updates to customers. “We’re
testing it with plans of rolling it out company-wide to
enhance our customers’ experience and keep them
updated about where their delivery is,” says Prasanson.
Dickey adds: “I would have absolutely
entertained Bringg if we hadn’t built
a status platform.”

Whirley-DrinkWorks!
Beverage Packaging Solutions

HOT DR I NK BAG:

Has a thermal outer layer that holds hot
beverages or soup for up to three hours.
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The Importance of Packaging
for Off-Premise Food
Another vital factor in off-premise operations is
the packaging of food and beverages. Roundtable
participants cited temperature retention, package
integrity, tamper resistance and brand messaging as
must-have packaging attributes.

“One, you want to protect
the package. Two, you
want the customer to know
you have protected it.”
- BRIAN FARRIS
VP OPERATIONS, SCHLOTZSKY’S

Keller says there is a need for packaging with
improved hot-holding capability for items like egg
sandwiches and panini that are challenging to
deliver with integrity.
Tamper-evident stickers that reveal whether a package
has been opened after it leaves the restaurant “are
probably the biggest innovations,” says Farris.
“That’s important for two reasons. One, you want to
protect the package. Two, you want the customer
to know you have protected it.”

Dickey’s Barbecue Pit uses such stickers, Dickey says,
but there is also interest in tamper-evident, self-seal
food bags.
Packaging also plays a vital role in brand messaging.
Customers obviously don’t experience restaurant brand
features like salad bars, free drink refills and server
hospitality when they unpack an order at home, so it’s
up to the packaging to tell a story.
For example, the concept vibe of Dickey’s Barbecue Pit,
created by interacting with the pit master, watching
the barbecue being trimmed and savoring the cooking
aromas of the pit, is lost to the off-premise customer,
says Dickey.
However, well-designed to-go packaging communicates
with the off-premise guest. “We’ve evolved our packaging
and messaging on the packaging to speak to that
customer,” Dickey says.

WAYS TO GROW YOUR OFF-PREMISE
BUSINESS
Streamline Pickup: Set up dedicated shelves or
counter space to give consumers and delivery drivers
quick access to off-premise orders.
Stand Out from the Crowd: Schlotzsky’s, which
co-brands with Cinnabon, features cinnamon buns as
a unique differentiator and incremental purchase for
off-premise customers.

Whirley-DrinkWorks!
Beverage Packaging Solutions

CO L D D R I N K BAG:

Keeps one gallon of carbonated or
noncarbonated beverage chilled. “That’s a
plus, and from a cost perspective it helps you
a lot, so I’m a fan of those.”- Ed Keller, who used the
bag at a previous company.
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Get Involved: Dickey’s has a foundation that
supports first-responders in its communities and
provides catering for police and fire departments,
contributing to brand awareness.
Be Innovative: Caribou Coffee creates excitement
at events by delivering specialty beverages with a
motorized tuk-tuk barista cart.

Perfecting Beverages
for Off-Premise
In an ideal world, all off-premise orders would include
high-margin beverages. Of course, that’s not always the
case as consumers typically have a home refrigerator
stocked with beverages. This makes it challenging for
operators to sell beverages off premise. “For customers
to add a beverage to an order, it has to be something
special,” says Farris. The solution may be to offer local
favorites or specialty beverages that coax consumers to
treat themselves.
For off-premise business, Corner Bakery uses 1- and
3-gallon beverage boxes. Keller says that collapsible
Whirley-DrinkWorks! Gallon To Go drink bags, which he
used at his previous company, were useful for carrying
bulk soda without losing carbonation. “That’s a plus,
and from a cost perspective it helps you a lot, so I’m a
fan of those,” says Keller.

Jason’s Deli uses branded gallon jug containers and
coffee boxes for bulk beverages as well as individual
canned sodas, bottled waters and individual cups of
iced tea. But there are some beverage solutions that
need improvement, such as carriers for assorted canned
beverages and ice. “There is not a good solution for
carrying those without the handle breaking,” says
Prasanson. “We have to use a bucket and that leads
to condensation. We’re always looking for a
much better way to deliver that experience
to the customer and the employees.”

Whirley-DrinkWorks!
Beverage Packaging Solutions

T HER MAL
T RAV ELER BAG:

Keeps ice, canned beverages or food
hot or cold for up to three hours.

Delivery Integrity
Quality packaging that
maintains temperature goes a long way in
ensuring the integrity of the food upon arrival

5-YEAR OFF-PREMISE SERVICE TYPE FORECAST (CAGR)
Food temperature at arrival

67%

Use of thermal/insulating carrier packs

46%

Appearance and/or behavior of delivery personnel

25%

Use of specialized packaging

18%

Delivery by dedicated restaurant personnel
Food temperature when leaving restaurant
Information about quality assurance

17%
15%
10%

SOURCE: OFF-PREMISE INSIGHTS – 2018
THE 2018 TAKEOUT, DELIVERY & CATERING STUDY IS AVAILABLE
FOR PURCHASE AT WWW.OFFPREMISEINSIGHTS.COM.
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Conclusion: Five Key Takeaways
About Off-Premise Success

1
2
3
4
5
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There is a huge upside for operators who satisfy the growing
demand for high-quality delivery, catering and takeout occasions.

Catering is a bright opportunity that requires long-term effort,
a dedicated sales team and corporate support at the highest level.
Partnering with third-party delivery companies greatly expands
a restaurant brand’s off-premise reach. For a mutually beneficial
partnership, negotiate key issues such as consumer data sharing
and control of beverage sales.
Operators can increase beverage sales with off-premise orders by
offering local brands and unique specialty beverages that are a
treat for customers.
Beverage packaging such as gallon to go drink bags for iced tea and
carbonated beverages or hot beverage drink bags can help eliminate
gallon jug space and coffee box operational issues, while thermal
bags can provide options to carry ice and canned beverages.

